Minutes of Selection committee meeting 4th May 2015
Venue The Boat Club, Stranmillis
Present - Nuala Mooney, Anne Fitzpatrick, Toni Sproule, Clare Watson, Michael McFaul,
Harold Curran and Greer MacKenzie.
Item 1
Minutes of previous meeting on the 23rd of March 2015.
A. Minutes accepted, proposed by Toni Sproule and seconded by Nuala Mooney.
B. Discussion on presentation of minutes for future reference. Agreed that content of
discussions be relayed without unnecessary reference to individual input. Members may
however specifically request that they want their particular viewpoint to be minuted.
Item 2
Intermediate Trials
Results of the Inter A and B trials discussed and the following were selected to play in the
North /South match 8th and 9th of August.
Inter A team
Barbara Ewart and Rosemary Cannell
Ann Cairns and Marie O'Neill
Reserve pair Kevin Hinds and Jim Crouch
Inter B team
Des Irwin and Val Von Hoff
Sean Mullan and Sinead Mitchell
Reserve pair Rosemary Cunningham and Pam Barrett
Nuala to inform those selected
Greer to put the Selection on the website
Payment for the directors of the trials to be referred to the Management meeting on the 16th
of May.
B. Coaching format for Intermediate pairs proposed by Ciara Burns.

Saturdays May 16th and 30th, June 13th and 27th.
Session 1. 11.00 - 1.00
30 minutes for lunch, restarting at 1.30.
Session 2. 1.30 - 3.30
Discussion on whether to extend the offer of coaching beyond the agreed trialists.
Any other entrants for the coaching would be charged £20 per person.
1. It was agreed to circulate those pairs who had expressed an interest in playing in trials and
had not entered because they were unavailable for the North/South match in August.
2. It was agreed to advertise the coaching on the website to see if other pairs were interested.
The closing date to be the 11th of May, Ciara to decide when entries had reached a cut off
point.
Clare to contact Ciara about changes . Also to contact Greer prior to putting the information
on the website.
Nuala to contact those pairs who fitted into category 1 and inform them of the SC 's
decisions.
Toni to investigate and book KMBC for the above dates.
Item 3 Interprovincials
Anne to contact the Shamrock lodge Hotel in Athlone and book 12 twin rooms and 4 single
rooms
for the Interprovincial weekend.
Discussion on selection of Intermediate teams for Interprovincial. This will be finalised after
June closing date.
Winners of Intermediate League, top pairs in the InterA and B trials
Anne to research whether Donegal, Cavan and Monaghan are intending to send teams to the
Interprovincials.
Item 4 AOB
1. Michael updated committee on the documentation he has been working on. He has now a
rough draft, which Greer has agreed to proof read before circulation to the other committee
members.
2. Discussion on selection for IBU events.

3. Egan Trophy 6th June
Teams to include winners of Premier 1 league, Michael McFaul's team which will
include a
a substitute pair
and if Michael's team also win the Kelvin Cup then the team which came second in
Premier
Otherwise the winners of the Kelvin Cup.

